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Background
More than 300,000 Danes suffer from an autoimmune
disease. Using animal models and molecular tools, we
study autoimmune disease processes and their impact on
brain development, mental health and behavior.

Projects and techniques

Join us on the 
scientific slopes!

Degnlab @ SSI2019

Stop autoimmunity with
‘a bullet for B cells’
-Express a toxin subunit
recombinantly in mammalian cells
-Assemble the toxin into a
nanoparticle that specifically
targets autoreactive B cells
-Inject the nanoparticle into
autoimmune mice
-Use flow cytometry and confocal
imaging to analyze depletion of
the B cells that start the
autoimmune process
-Write and publish a proof-of-
concept paper
-Support from Alex and Ewa
-Collaboration with Jørgen Kjems,
iNANO

Nojima cultures: make
antibodies in a dish to
improve understanding
of self-reactivity
-Learn how to harvest spleen and
lymph nodes from mice
-Learn how to purify B cells using
magnet-activated cell sorting
-Grow the B cells in culture and
screen the antibodies they make
for self-reactivity using
TRIFMA/ELISA and immuno-
fluorescence microscopy
-Write and publish a methods
paper
-Support from Alex and Lisbeth

The surgical project –
take a look inside the
lymph node
-Learn surgical procedure for
implanting a chronic lymph node
window in mice
-Learn how to use two-photon
microscopy to image deep in
living tissues through the window
implant
-Use cutting-edge in vivo reporter
models (photoactivateable GFP,
Confetti, and more)
-See immunological processes
occur in real-time in the lymph
node!
-Shoot a JoVE video and publish
a JoVE protocol paper
-Support from Thomas and Cecilia

Look for signs of brain
inflammation in off-
spring of mice with
autoimmune disease
-Learn how to cut brain sections
-Use histology to look at activation
of microglia across different
regions of the brain
-Perform immunofluorescence
microscopy to look at
neurogenesis in the hippocampus
-Be an important part of a larger
project investigating brain
inflammation in offspring from
autoimmune mice
-Support from Thomas and
Gudrun
-Collaboration with Marina
Romero Ramos, Biomedicine

Your custom project –
come talk to us!
-Help define your own project
within our overarching area of
interest
-Get the support and tools you
need to do something original
-Use the methods of your choice
-Support from PhD student or
postdoc in the lab

Degnlab @ CellPAT 2018

About our group:
-We are a rapidly growing, young,
dynamic and diverse group
-Currently 9 members: Søren
(group leader), Lisbeth (lab
manager), Thomas, Cecilia and
Ewa (postdocs), Alex (PhD
student), Gudrun (scientific
assistant), Sofie (mol. biol.
bachelor student), and Camilla
(medical student)
-We have an international
atmosphere with current
representation from Denmark,
The Faroe Islands, Sweden,
Poland and Russia!

Whether a bachelor,
master or medical
student, you get:
-A positive and welcoming
atmosphere and lots of support
-A defined project
-Biweekly lab meetings, regular
project meetings, day-to-day
sparring with a postdoc or PhD
-Super nice lab infrastructure in
the brand new Skou Building
-A well-funded lab environment,
where we have the will and
muscle to do great research!

Check out our
recent JoVE paper
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